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The Pride of the Hutt Valley 

           

Patrons:            

Mayor Ray Wallace            

Wynton Rufer 

President:                  

Chris Canton 

Vice President:   

Peter Hartstonge 

Chairman:                     

Neil Kemp 

Treasurer:                 

Donna Beech  

Club Captains:                 

Andrew Beech                    

Kathryn Burt 

Women’s DoF:                

Craig Darby 

Senior Liaison:                  

Pat Gulley 

Jnr Coordinator:              

Jay Corby 

Directors of Football:     

Chris Sambrooke       

Mike Gibbs 

Jnr Coaching Director:   

Scott Easthope 

Football Managers:         

Paul Commerford                        

Craig Darby 

Life Members: Jim Blair, Chris Canton, Dick Dunn, Jimmy Dunn, Tom Dunn,                 

Peter Freidlander, Brent Hamlin, Peter Hartstonge, Dave Houghton, Ernie Gould, Terry  

Killalea, Brendan Marsh, Arie Molenaar,  Jim McCreadie, Carol McNie, Ron Weitzel. 

 

stopout.org.nz            Stop Out Sports Club (Official)        @redgoldblood 
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My blood is red… and gold!   The First Word 
 

It’s a warm Hutt Park welcome to the  Miramar faithful. For many it’s a  real surprise to see Miramar 

languishing down in 8th place in the Central League. 

With a just completed  O League campaign with Team Wellington and a situation where the     

Phoenix Youth no longer ply their trade at  Miramar and Team Wellington this must have impacted 

a wee bit on the club’s set up. But the reality is that this is a club that does not accept mediocrity or 

poor results and they're now very close to full strength  - so expect a very tough proposition today. 

Since our last home match we’ve had a couple of losses—to Wests and away at Napier in the Cup. 

Nothing to write home about you’re probably thinking. Not so. The  match  against the high flying 

Wests, semi-professional Ole kids was a fantastic match that we actually ‘bossed’ and out played 

them for large parts of the match - except on the score board. And to see a rattled opposition coach 

(interesting fellow) was worth 

the price of the entry fee. 

(Note to self. Maybe we 

should charge an entry fee)  

If there’s ever a match where 

you say “Wow, that was a   

fantastic match where every 

Stop Out player was              

outstanding” then this was 

it!”  Ok we lost but there is so  

much to like about this  team, 

the way they play and many 

know it’s just a matter of time 

before they click. 

 And the Napier match followed a similar path. The worst fixture you can hope for in the early 

rounds of the Cup is  an away trip to Napier. The road trip is about as exciting as attending an AGM! 

And as it turned out we were short on experience with quite a few regulars unavailable. But that 

didn’t phase the lads and again we took the game to our opponents. A 1-2 loss but first team debuts 

for James Wypych (21), Paul Muwanga (19), and Jack Griffin (17) .  Fantastic!   

  Rest assured today will be a high quality game to end the first full round of this year’s Central 

League. And with two teams that look to 

play football there might be a goal or two.  

Enjoy our Stop Out hospitality!    

 

 

Packer on the scoresheet against  Napier 
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 Rnd 1 Fri 3 April   Napier City           3   Stop Out           1   Park Island @ 2.00 

 Rnd 2      Mon 6 April    Stop Out       1   Lower Hutt 2   Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 3 Sat 11 April    Tawa  0    Stop Out       1  Endeavour 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 4 Sat 18 April     Stop Out   4   Olympic 0  Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 5 Sat 25 April    Wairarapa 2   Stop Out            3  Masterton Turf @ 5.30 

 Rnd 6 Sat  2 May    Stop Out           2   Marist P Nth 3  Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 7 Sat 16 May    Petone 1   Stop Out 2  Petone Turf @ 3.00 

 Rnd 8 Sat 23 May    Stop Out          0   Wests 1  Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 9 Sat 6 June    Stop Out          Miramar            Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 10 Sat 13 June    Stop Out          Napier               Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 11 Sat 20 June    Lower Hutt    Stop Out   Fraser Turf @5.00 

 Rnd 12 Sat 4 July    Stop Out    Tawa   Hutt Park @ 2.30 

 Rnd 13 Sat 11 July    Olympic     Stop Out    Wakefield 2 @ 5.45 

 Rnd 14 Sat 18 July    Stop Out     Wairarapa    Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 15 Sat 25 July   Marist PN   Stop Out   Memorial (PN) @ 2.30 

 Rnd 16 Sat 1 Aug    Stop Out     Petone    Hutt Park 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 17 Sat 8 Aug    Wests     Stop Out    Endeavour 1 @ 2.30 

 Rnd 18 Sat 15 Aug    Miramar                Stop Out    Dave F @ 2.30 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 L Hutt Marist     Miramar  Napier   Petone Stop Out Tawa Wai’rpa Olympic Wests 

L Hutt   0-4 0-2 1-4 15/8 20/6 18/7 1/8 1-3 14/6 

Marist PN  8/8  2-1 2-6 11/7 25/7 6/6 0-5 13/6 1-8 

Miramar  11/7 4/7  0-4 18/7 15/8 25/7 13/6 8/8 1/8 

Napier   5/7 2/8 21/7  0-1 3-1 7-1 5-2 19/7 7/6 

Petone 6/6 3-1 1-1 8/8  1-2 13/6 4/7 2-3 25/7 

Stop Out 1-2 2-3 6/6 13/6 1/8  4/7 18/7 4-0 0-1 

Tawa 1-2 15/8 2-1 11/7 0-4 0-1  1-3 1/8 20/6 

Wairarapa 5-3 20/6 1-0 25/7 2-0 3-2 8/8  6/6 10/7 

Olympic 25/7 1-2 1-3 1-4 20/6 11/7 5-0 15/8  2-0 

Wests 2-0 18/7 2-1 15/8 2-2 8/8 6-1 5-3 4/7  

 Central League 2015 P W D L F A GD Pts 

 Napier City Rovers 8 7 0  1 33 9  24 21 

 Western Suburbs 8 6 1 1 26 10 16 19 

 Wairarapa United 8 6 0 2 24 16   8 18 

 Olympic 8 4 0 4 16 16   0 12 

 Palmerston North Marist 8 4 0 4 15 26   -11 12 

 Petone 8 3 2 3 14 11   3 11 

 Stop Out 8 3 0 5 13 13  0 9 

 Miramar Rangers 8 2 1 5 9 13 -4 7 

 Lower Hutt 8 2 0 6 9 22 -13 6 

 Tawa AFC 8 1  0 6 6 29 -23 3 
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The Napier Perspective—Anendra Singh  

Hawkes Bay Today. Monday 1 June 

It wasn't always pretty but Napier City Rovers yesterday kept their Chatham Cup hopes alive, 

thanks partly to goalkeeper Ruben Parker Hanks. "The boys battled hard and so did both teams, 

but we had the better chances and we took them today," Parker said, adding the Blues didn't 

drop their heads when the score was tied 1-1 in their 2-1 victory over Stop Out in Napier. Long 

balls, in particular, kicked in over structure and cohesiveness on the platform of patience when 

the Wellingtonians equalised.Parker, who parried a jaw-dropping header in added time, said bad 

habits in patches often crept in but they would savour the victory.  

 

In the 20th minute, Rovers striker Stephen Hoyle put the Rovers up 1-0 from inside the 18m box 

after drilling a defensive deflection past Hawke's Bay United goalkeeper Joshua Hill. 

In the 39th minute, gritty Stop Out striker Martin Packer wormed a shot past Rovers goalkeeper 

Ruben Parker Hanks to level 1-1. Packer puffed his chest out at the Blue Stadium faithful with a 

"Yeah!" but the ball had clipped the foot of defender Fergus Neil to deceive the glove man. 

Rovers broke the deadlock in the 58th minute when midfielder Ryan Tinsley brought a ball to 

heel on the left flank before angling it acutely to Saul Halpin in the box to deftly slot into the net. 

 

Stop Out captain/striker Micky Malivuk scuttled a golden chance to equalise moments after the 

kick-off but his sliding effort from point-blank range lacked impetus, allowing keeper Parker to 

collect. There were another two more golden opportunities to take the game into extra time in 

the dying minutes. The visitors missed the goal scorer's foraging antics and killer instincts. 

 
Stop Out assistant coach Scott Easthope agreed, adding Packer was a mongrel in their pack each 

week but a groin strain yesterday left them no choice."He holds a bit of quality that we rely on in 

games that are close so, tactically, we wouldn't take a Martin Packer out when we're trying to 

pinch a goal."Easthope said without injured Andrew Abba and Steven Gulley they lacked pace 

and artillery in the final third. 

"We enjoyed our hospitality here even though the result didn't go our way," he said with a smile. 
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Our Central League team are looking for a bit of history tomorrow, 

out to claim their first scalp at this level as they host Valeron from Palmerston North. The form 

of the girls has been very good the past few weeks, a 2-2 draw  with BNU and going down 2-3 

to Moturoa up in New Plymouth. 

 

As previously mentioned the BNU game 

saw a big call from the referee on the six 

second rule, think he’s on the score sheet 

as an assist for the late BNU equaliser!  

 

Next up was a cold, blustery day in the 

‘naki that didn’t stop a very good game of 

football breaking out. Our girls were made 

to pay for a couple of defensive slips in a 

match they dominated for the most part.  

Down 0-2 at the half to two soft ones, it 

had been an opening 45 minutes which   

included a missed penalty and a handful of chances for our team. The girls were quick out of 

the shed after Mike’s rark up (escaping the hairdryer) and on the board within a couple of     

minutes thanks to Radha McGlashan’ s first goal at this level. Try as they might our dominance 

didn’t translate to the ball in the net for the next 35 

minutes or so. With five to go Moturoa got a third, 

very well taken but somewhat against the run of play.  

To their credit the girls roared back, Lauren Sturgeon 

netting a belter to close the gap and there was still 

time for a couple of half chances before time was 

called. 

 

 

 

 

 

Women’s Update     

Debut goal for Rahda 

  Goal scorer Lauren Sturgeon  
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    This weekend we also toast another member of 

the “100 Club”. Melanie Macdougall plays her 

100th game tomorrow versus Valeron, or that 

should read Mel Mac plays her 100th as those in 

women’s football know her. Mel’ has been part 

of the club since 2010, a key member of the 

“first” team each year as evidenced by her 

dominance of annual MVP awards.  

From the word go Mel’ established herself as a 

leading influence on and off the field, she was 

an integral member of the 2010 team that won 

D1 (and the Cup that year) as well as the Premier League winning teams of 2011 and 2013.  

Her 67 not surprisingly means she has scored 
more hat tricks for the first team than any 
player, four so far, and my favourite amongst 
these remains a night up at Te Whaea when she 
scored a second half hat trick and overcome a    
0-2 deficit versus Marist to win the game and 
march on to the 2011 Premier title. Over the 
next few weeks we’ll highlight another 
(pending) centurion as well as a number of    
players reaching the 50 game mark across the 
wider squad. 
 
And last weekend saw a ripper of a match in the Premier Cup (we are the holders by the way).  
This year it is of course our reserves charged with the mission retaining the silverware won by 
last year’s first team. Drawn against high flying, unbeaten Petone it was looking mission         
impossible for the girls in red according to the TAB, but the players and coach Phil Dobbin had 
other ideas. A stellar team performance, well organised and well disciplined (in sharp                
comparison to their opponents) delivered a 1-0 win. A superb Olivia Wallis goal wasn’t the only 
difference between the teams on the day and for a few former Stop Out players it wasn’t many 
happy returns for them to Hutt Park.  
 
So tomorrow it’s get up and out early, the PL team 
host a strong Wests side at 11am on Hutt Park  
encouraged by their Cup win. After that don’t 
move from your spot and cheer on the CL team 
hosting Valeron before joining us all in the          
clubrooms after for a refreshing drink.  
 
Life in D2 starts for the Reds with a trip to Petone 
tomorrow (1pm) while for the Blacks it’s the bye 
for the first week of D3 football. 

 

Mel Mac reaches 100 
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Coach:             

Chris Sambrooke                                   

          

Manager:          

Paul Commerford 

           

Physio:           

Laura Ayre 

 

Grounds:                                    

Peter Hartstonge 

 No.           Player 

GK  Josh Hill 

 2  James Sutcliffe 

 3  Liam Higgins 

 4  Andrew Fairlie 

 5  Michael Hagarty 

 6  Khalid Razouk 

 7  Martin Packer 

 8  Enrico Meirelles 

 9  James Wypych 

10  Miroslav Malivuk 

11  Andrew Abba 

12  Brandon Tai   

14  Luke Grindlay 

15  Daniel de Gans 

16  Jason Tipping ( c ) 

17  Steven Gulley 

18   Sam Pickering 

19 

20 

 Jordan Martens 

 Matt Clarke 

Stop Out Sports Club 
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Miramar Rangers 

 No.            Player 

GK  Michael O’Keeffe 

 RGK  Charlie Morris 

2  Tim Schaeffers 

 3  Tom Probert 

 4  Ash Crawford 

 5  Jamie Farrington 

 6  Tom O’Sullivan 

 7  Henry Fa’arodo 

 8  Jerram Tuck 

 9  Finn Moore 

10  Michael Fifii 

11  Tapfuma Dimairo 

12  Gowan Stares 

13  Pat Fleming 

14  Daniel Bowkett 

15  Ben Thomas 

16  Michael Partikromo 

17  Dom Rowe 

18  Will McIntyre 

19  Niko Kirwan 

20  Peter Halstead 

21  Michael Durkin 

  

          

  

  

  

Referee:                

David Beattie 

 

 

Assistants:       

Jim Murphy       

Kyosuke Okada         

          

                   

Coach:               

Wiremu Patrick 
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Welcome back to Hutt Park. 
Unfortunately the reserves are away 

this week at Wakefield Park vs Island Bay, but we will leave you with a recap of our 
last Capital  2 match vs Stokes Valley two weeks ago. 

We knew going into the match that it would 
be a battle of wills from start to finish of the 
contest as Stokes Valley has proven to be a 
formidable opponent so far this campaign. 
That said, we had complete confidence in our 
run of form to date and knew that if we put in 
a complete 90 minutes, the three points were 
there for us to take. 

A few changes to our lineup didn't seem to 
deter us early on from playing our game, 
building from the back, knocking the ball 
around in possession and creating an attack 
moving forward. All of this positive footballing 
culminated in first half goals from Jack 
Griffiths and man of the match Damon Fussell.  

Going into the break we discussed putting the first half aside and coming out in the 
2nd half to complete our task of taking the three points at the end of the match. 

Stokes Valley had a different idea in mind and came out like gang busters after the 
intermission. They drew the match level with preventable goals on our part. But 
this is football and no team, especially a senior laden, head strong side like Stokes 
Valley is, will hand you a game and say thank you. Our group showed resilience 

and Alistar Yates showed 
a bit of class with a free 
kick from the top of the 
goal box to put us up 3-2.  

However, Stokes Valley 
were the last man 
standing at the finish, 
battling and willing 
themselves to a  
deserved 4-3 final. 

2nd team update 
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Capital 2 - 2015 P W D L F A GD Pts 

 Stokes Valley 8 7 0 1 32 14 18 21 

 Wainuiomata 8 5 1 2 34  11 23 16 

 Waterside 8 5 1 2 24  10 14 16 

 Stop Out 8 5 1 2 25  14 11 16 

 University 8 5 0 3 22 12  10 15 

 Naenae 8 5 0 2 21 15   6 15 

 Island Bay 8 3 0 5 18 23  -5 9 

 Lower Hutt 8 1 1 6 12 25 -13 4 

 Douglas Villa 8 1 1 6 12 32 -20 4 

 Upper Hutt 8 0  1 7 7 54 -44 1 

Our group will take a few lessons away from this match and fortunately we get 
another crack at this opponent towards the end of the season. The game is never 
finished until the final whistle, and you must play like that no matter what the score 
or whom the opponent. Football will reward you in the end if that is your mindset. 
This group is still sitting towards the top of Cap 2 at the season midway point, and we 
intend to be there at the end.  See you out on the pitch soon and enjoy the match! 

James Prosser, Reserve Team Head Coach 
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Central League Rnd 8 v s Wests.  Hutt Park  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcoming a club like Wests is always a big occasion in our first year back 

in the Central League. They have been playing some great football this 

season under Declan and with the Ole Academy so closely aligned. 

 We had done a lot of work during the week to put a plan in place to get 

us a positive result and the first half was a good reflection on the         

preparation.  

We were very efficient at limiting the options for Wests to play out from the back which they 

were having difficulty in answering. As a result we turned over a lot of ball in their half and     

created enough chances to take the 

game away from them.                   

Unfortunately we were unable to 

capitalise and we went into the 

break tied at 0-0. 

The second half we saw a much  

improved West’s come out. We were 

forced deeper in defensive positions 

than we would like and we couldn’t 

assert the same dominance that we 

had in the first half. 

We conceded a scrappy goal with around 15 minutes to go, and although we created a couple of 

chances late on we couldn’t get ourselves level. Disappointing result but a strong  performance 

to take positives from. 

Final Score:            

Stop Out 0  Western Suburbs 1 

Man of the Match: Brandon Tai 

Chris Sambrooke 
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After our bye in the first round we got probably the hardest draw in the second round away to top 

of the Central League Napier City Rovers. Our task was made tougher with injuries and absentees 

meaning we had to leave 6 players at home which included our captain, vice captain and top 

scorer. That aside we were still able to select a very strong starting XI which shows the depth that 

we have been able to build this year. 

We started a little slowly and 

Napier showed early signs of 

their quality and ability to get 

numbers forward to support 

the attack. We grew into the 

game and when we got our 

heads around the physicality of 

the game and interpretations 

of the laws being put down 

from the official we began  

asserting ourselves well. 

Napier were first to score which there early play may well have justified, but it didn’t take long for 

us to equalise through a good run and finish from the edge of the area from Martin Packer. Two 

goals in two games up there for Packer. We took that score line into the break which from the 

start that we had we were comfortable with. 

The second half we really started to play. James Wypych on his first appearance was causing  

problems and the midfields quality and work rate really kept the pressure on in the right areas. 

Napier were always a threat when they could break forward as the would commit 7 or 8 to the 

attack. We went behind again with about 20 to play as an unfortunately slip let the striker into the 

area and he finished well. 

As the game went on, we introduced Jack Griffiths for his first team debut. After a few early 

touches he won us a corner and from Sam Pickering’s set piece powered a header above the      

defender on the line but it was somehow saved by the goal keeper. We deserved to take the game 

to extra time and another “nearly” game was frustrating but 

a positive outing and onto Miramar next week. 

Final Score: Napier City Rovers 2 Stop Out 1 

Scorer: Martin Packer. Man of the Match: James Wypych 

Chatham Cup vs Napier City Rovers. Park Island. 
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RAFFA Stats 

This edition Raff has updated the list of youngest players  

              to debut for the first team.                

Highlighted players are still at the club. 

  This was a Wellington Division 1 match                   

played at the Hutt Recreation Ground on 17th May 1941.  

  Name DoB Debut   Yrs Wk Day Versus Comp  

1 Cherbel Khouchaba 19/09/1997 12/05/2012 14 33 6 Wests  Cup 

2 James Marsh 24/07/1996 25/04/2011 14 39 2 Naenae Cup 

3 Hayden Taylor 11/08/1997 21/07/2012 14 49 1 Waterside Cap Prem 

4 O Thani 9/04/1993 5/04/2008 14 51 5 Lower Hutt CL 

5 Alex McDonald Jnr 8/04/1996 25/04/2011 15 2 3 Naenae Cup 

6 Luke Hartstonge  14/03/1993 12/04/2008 15 4 1 Petone CL   

7 Michael Hagarty  10/07/1993 23/08/2008 15 6 2 Miramar  CL 

8 Jonathan Coulter 2/03/1993 26/04/2008 15 8 0 Olympic CL 

9 Justin Gulley 15/01/1993 26/04/2008 15 14 4 Olympic CL 

10 Jordan Higgins 5/04/1991 26/05/2007 16 7 2 Napier CR CL  

11 Sam Angliss 26/04/1991 25/08/2007 16 17 2 Wests CL  

12 Jack Kemp 15/10/1993 25/04/2010 16 27 3 KCU Cup 

13 Nathan Canton 25/07/1993 3/04/2010 16 36 0 Miramar  Cap Prem 

14 Logan van der Vegt 16/12/1997 30/08/2014 16 36 6 Seatoun Cap Prem 

15 Paora Porter 11/07/1997 5/04/2014 16 38 3 Miramar  Cap Prem 

16 Finn Sorger 19/04/1994 14/05/2011 17 3 4 S Valley Cup 

17 Daniel de Gans 4/01/1997 26/04/2014 17 16 1 Petone  Cap Prem 

18 Jack Griffiths 19/12/1997 31/05/2015 17 23 2 Napier CR Cup 

19 James Houpt 19/10/1993 2/04/2011 17 23 4 Upper Hutt Cap Prem 

20 Aleem Sheikh 16/09/1993 2/04/2011 17 28 2 Upper Hutt Cap Prem 

    

                            EVENING POST 19 MAY 1941 

Blast from the Past 
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The Last Word! 
 

  
 Bogged Down

 
The U20 Mens World Cup is in town. It has so far 
amongst the people I talk to stimulated some          
discussion about playing standards and how it is 
just so unlikely having a World Cup  in New Zealand.  
 
Growing up as a teenager the little we got about world football came mostly from a magazine 
called Shoot. It was a good read but limited our world view to football from mostly England, The 
odd but of Scotland did sneak in now and then. The real exceptions were the pictures of World 
Cups and, in my memory, men in the shirts of Brazil and Italy. It took us an age to get to grips 
with the pronunciations of names like Jairzinho and Fachetti. Even now I remember the breaks in 
the endless kick arounds, at what is now the Open Polytechnic, where the chat always veered to 
exoticism of a World Cup and whether we would ever get to see one. The thought of one ever 
coming to New Zealand, as far as we can recall, never entered our thoughts.  It was a case of   
going away, far and overseas, to see something on that sort of stage. 
 
So last Saturday night I was at the stadium in Wellington ( re-branded as part of the FIFA 
'exclusion zone'. ) watching Panama play Argentina followed by Ghana against Austria. In the 
break between the matches we were talking about how good the standard was. At its simplest 
we were saying that back at U20 level we would never have been even close to that standard. 
More so even our , in NZ terms, elite players. This lead us to how much better standards are in 
New Zealand now. We now have     players who can compete at very high levels. Beyond that and 
not just in the playing sense but in the facilities and infrastructure sense. We had a good chuckle 
when Ron recalled that we were just about old enough to have used the old leather lace up balls 
on truly boggy pitches. These got heavier on wet days the longer the match went on. Followed by 
the pain of meeting the laces whilst heading.  ( For myself,  I remember taking a goal kick and the 
ball not clearing the edge of the penalty area. ) 
 
Besides facilities and infrastructure there are now good coaches about. Coaches full of differing 
ideas from differing arenas. That we thought has to be healthy. 
 
As for the two matches themselves, on Saturday, the skill levels and athleticism were, as you 
would expect, very high. Panama against Argentina was one of the best matches I have seen in a 
very long time. Highlights, for me. Firstly, the clever way Argentina let a winger continually have 
space for his cross. Secondly, the super technique and power in Panama's second goal. Lastly, 
being in amongst the crowd of Ghana supporters for their match. Funny how the drumming and 
singing managed to chase away the effects of the one  thing that doesn't change in Wellington 
football watching, the wind and the rain. 

 

Life-long Stop Out 
fan Mike Barton  

gives us his          
perspective on the 

beautiful game!  
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CARTERS PETONE 


